


ToolCAMToolCAM  is an is an ATool SoftwareATool Software's 's product that allows product that allows 
in few steps to import and convert in few steps to import and convert DXFDXF  ffles.les.
With With ToolCAMToolCAM  you can have directly, or using a you can have directly, or using a 
dedicated layer structure, machining dedicated layer structure, machining Part-ProgramsPart-Programs
for difor different type of erent type of CNC MachinesCNC Machines..



ToolCAMToolCAM  gives the possibility to preview the imported drawing, gives the possibility to preview the imported drawing, 
if necessary apply simple modiif necessary apply simple modiffcations to it, and then, cations to it, and then, 
with CAM functionalities, create quickly the with CAM functionalities, create quickly the Part-ProgramPart-Program..
ToolCAMToolCAM  philosophy is to give you the maximum semplicity philosophy is to give you the maximum semplicity 
to create to create CNCCNC  code.code.



With the With the advancedadvanced  DXFDXF import of  import of ToolCAMToolCAM, through the use of layers,, through the use of layers,
it is possible automatically assign the machining properties at the entities it is possible automatically assign the machining properties at the entities 
(tool to use, tool correction right/left with respect to the path drawn, input (tool to use, tool correction right/left with respect to the path drawn, input 

and processing speed, prioritize work to determine the sequence and processing speed, prioritize work to determine the sequence 
of execution and more)of execution and more)



It will only be necessary to select It will only be necessary to select 
the the DXFDXF files to be imported files to be imported



At the end, At the end, ToolCAMToolCAM automatically generates  automatically generates 
part-programs for each imported part-programs for each imported DXFDXF



CAD environmentCAD environment
(integrated)(integrated)



After importing, it is possible to enter the CAD environment After importing, it is possible to enter the CAD environment 
to make small changes to the file (copy, move, join, explode, etc.)to make small changes to the file (copy, move, join, explode, etc.)



CAM CAM environmentenvironment
(integrated)(integrated)



In CAM environment, it is possible to modify or add In CAM environment, it is possible to modify or add 
the machining data assigned by the DXF importthe machining data assigned by the DXF import



it is possible change/modifyit is possible change/modify
the tool datathe tool data

Machining properties



ToolCAM automatically creates 
an optimized machining sequence

that can be easily personalized 
using the integrated sequence environment.

Machining sequence can be
ordered by dragging the machining

and dropping it in the desired position



Using the information processed in the CAM 
and SEQUENCE environments it is possible 
to update the machine program.

User can set parameters
for the generation and
immediately see the
part-program created.



ToolCAMToolCAM  functionalities can be functionalities can be extended by extended by 
adding optional adding optional module "module "NESTINGNESTING" " 
that creates an optimization of that creates an optimization of imported imported DXFDXF  drawings, drawings, 
and and subsequently process the scheme.subsequently process the scheme.



For more information please visit Atool Software's official website

www.atoolsoftware.it
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